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Abstract
Constraints on evolutionary adaptation and range shifts mean that phenotypic plasticity,
which includes physiological, developmental or behavioural responses to environmental
conditions, could be an important mode of adaptation to a changing climate for many
species with small insular populations. While there is evidence to suggest adaptive
plasticity to climate in some island populations, little is known about this capacity in
species that have experienced a severe population bottleneck. In a changing climate,
plasticity in the timing of life-history events, such as in breeding phenology, is adaptive if
timing is optimised in seasonal environments, although these processes are poorly
understood for tropical species. Here, we quantify the effects of climate on the breeding
phenology and success of the Mauritius kestrel (Falco punctatus), a tropical raptor whose
extinction has been averted by conservation management. We show that the timing of
egg-laying is advancing in response to warming, at rates similar to temperate bird
populations. Individual females show plasticity to temperature, although there is limited
variation among individual responses. We show that advances in breeding phenology are
likely to be adaptive, as they track changes in a seasonal climate window of favourable
conditions, defined by late winter-early spring temperatures and the onset of the summer
rainy season. Our results provide a rare example of a small and bottlenecked insular
population that has adjusted to recent climate change through phenotypic plasticity.
Furthermore, seasonal climate windows and their dynamics may be widespread mecha-
nisms through which tropical species are impacted by and respond to climate change.
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1 Introduction

The vulnerability of species to climate change can be assessed through a framework of
exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity (Williams et al. 2008; Dawson et al. 2011).
Adaptive responses to a changing climate may involve physiological and behavioural
(phenotypic) plasticity, spatial or elevational range shifts or evolutionary changes, without
which local extirpation or complete extinction are increasingly likely (Williams et al. 2008;
Dawson et al. 2011) and management interventions become necessary (e.g. Pearce-Higgins
et al. 2019). Island-endemic species are generally regarded as particularly vulnerable to climate
change. Their limited distributions increase population-level exposure to climate risks and
limit the scope for dispersal and spatial shifts (Foden et al. 2013). The impacts of human
activities are particularly acute on islands (Kier et al. 2009), and the isolated evolution of island
biotas increases their vulnerability to novel threats, such as non-native species (Berglund et al.
2009). Human-caused impacts may also reduce the resilience of populations to climate change
(Parmesan et al. 2000). Small population size can limit genetic diversity and the potential for
evolutionary adaptation to new pressures (Parmesan et al. 2000), and adaptive capacity may be
particularly compromised in species that have experienced a population bottleneck (Nicotra
et al. 2015).

Given the constraints that may be imposed by low genetic diversity and limited dispersal
options, phenotypic plasticity could represent the only likely mode of adaptation to climate
change for many island-endemic species. Phenotypic plasticity is the direct influence of the
environment on the expression of traits in individuals across spatial or temporal variations in
conditions, and it represents an important mode of adaptation to rapid environmental change
(Donelson et al. 2018). Individual plasticity occurs via reaction norms, which are expected to
be under natural selection if they have a heritable component (Nussey et al. 2007). If
environmental conditions exceed the potential for reaction norms to maintain fitness, genetic
and epigenetic diversity in plasticity is required for adaptation (Beever et al. 2016), without
which extinction becomes more likely (Oostra et al. 2018).

Among vertebrates, there is evidence to suggest adaptive plasticity in island populations of
reptiles and amphibians (e.g. Wikelski and Thom 2000; Lind and Johansson 2007), and bird
species with widespread ranges (Porlier et al. 2012). Little is known, however, about the
potential for adaptive plasticity to climate change in extremely rare and genetically
bottlenecked species. Plasticity to climate change may be constrained in small island popula-
tions of birds, such that responses fail to be adaptive, perhaps because of low genetic diversity
(Gordo and Doi 2012). Some island species that have recovered from population bottlenecks,
such as the Seychelles warbler (Acrocephalus sechellensis), have demonstrated adaptability in
their overall breeding seasonality in response to environmental conditions (Komdeur 1996;
Komdeur and Daan 2005). However, further research is required to investigate the potential for
phenotypic plasticity to stabilise demographic rates and avert or delay the extinction of small
island populations due to climate change.

Changes in phenology (the timing of seasonal life-history events) are among the most
frequently cited examples of ecological response to climate change (Forrest and Miller-
Rushing 2010; Post et al. 2018), and are driven in part by phenotypic plasticity (e.g. Visser
2008). The timing of reproduction is an important life-history decision, as it mediates the
relationship between environmental conditions and reproductive fitness (e.g. Visser and Both
2005). The advancement of spring phenology, such as flowering times in plants and the timing
of breeding in animals, has been documented for a range of taxonomic groups and life-history
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traits, most frequently in temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere (Cohen et al. 2018;
Post et al. 2018). Evidence indicates that phenological advancement is generally more rapid at
higher latitudes, owing largely to the increasing velocity of warming with increasing latitude
(Both et al. 2004; Post et al. 2018). In a changing climate, species that rely on climate cues for
their phenology risk mistiming their activities relative to peaks in important resources (e.g.
trophic mismatch; Visser and Both 2005) or to a window of favourable abiotic conditions
(Miller-Rushing et al. 2010).

Bird populations in temperate regions have provided model systems for the study of
climate change impacts on phenology and trophic mismatch, but very little is known about
the implications of climate change for the phenology of bird species in the tropics
(Charmantier and Gienapp 2014; Hidalgo Aranzamendi et al. 2019). While temperature is
the dominant climate influence on phenology in temperate regions, variation in precipitation
is thought to become increasingly important at lower latitudes (Forrest and Miller-Rushing
2010; Pearce-Higgins and Green 2014; Cohen et al. 2018). However, the influence of
temperature on tropical species is often not tested and compared to that of precipitation.
Many tropical bird species breed seasonally and have phenological patterns that are
influenced by climate (e.g. Wikelski et al. 2003). Temporal variation in biotic and abiotic
conditions in tropical regions may therefore be sufficient for climate change to impact
phenology and have consequences for individual fitness and population dynamics
(Komdeur 1996; Senapathi et al. 2011; Hidalgo Aranzamendi et al. 2019), but these
processes are poorly understood. While the velocity of warming has been most rapid at
higher latitudes, tropical regions, with their more limited temperature variation, are
projected to be among the first to emerge from recent variability into relatively novel
climate regimes (Williams et al. 2007; Mora et al. 2013; Hawkins et al. 2014; Mahony and
Cannon 2018). However, there is a shortage of long-term detailed datasets and studies on
the demographic impacts of climate change in tropical species.

Here, we address these issues using a detailed, individual-based dataset on a reintroduced
population of a tropical wild bird, the Mauritius kestrel (Falco punctatus). This species was
once one of the rarest birds in the world, but a successful recovery programme has averted its
extinction. Mauritius is one of the few countries to have made net gains in vertebrate
biodiversity in recent decades (Rodrigues et al. 2014), and this species’ recovery contributes
to such achievements. Mauritius has a tropical climate with a summer rainy season, as
influenced by tropical cyclones and orographic rain brought by the Southeast Trade Winds
(Senapathi et al. 2010; Staub et al. 2014). The focal population occupies the Bambou
Mountains in eastern Mauritius, which form a trade wind belt and receive high rainfall relative
to most parts of the island (Staub et al. 2014). The birds start to breed in the dry austral spring,
with many young fledging early in the warmer summer rainy season. Mauritius kestrels exhibit
limited dispersal and the focal population is effectively isolated (Nevoux et al. 2013;
Cartwright et al. 2014), allowing the monitoring of virtually all individuals and breeding
attempts. These data enable the combination of individual life-history data on the timing of
breeding and its fitness consequences with climate records spanning > 20 years. This provides
a rare opportunity to investigate the potential for phenological plasticity in a small and
bottlenecked population in response to a changing climate. We address three broad questions:
(1) how is breeding phenology (timing of egg-laying) responding to a changing climate and is
there evidence for plasticity; (2) how does climate impact breeding success; and (3) is there
evidence that breeding phenology is adaptive in relation to climate impacts on breeding
success?
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study species

The Mauritius kestrel is a diurnal, accipiter-like falcon, endemic to Mauritius. It is a monog-
amous and territorial cavity-nester, and tends to favour native forest (Jones 1987), although it
also occupies agricultural areas. Its principal prey are endemic arboreal day geckos (Phelsuma
spp.) (Temple 1987), but it will also hunt other native and introduced vertebrates and some
insects (Jones 1987; Temple 1987). The species has been the subject of a successful recovery
programme since it suffered a severe population bottleneck and neared extinction in the wild in
the 1970s (Jones et al. 1995). Threats to the Mauritius kestrel have included habitat destruc-
tion, introduced invasive species and pesticide pollution. Management strategies used in the
recovery programme include captive-breeding and releases, cross-fostering, provision of nest-
boxes, supplementary feeding and control of invasive species (Jones et al. 1995). The species
became locally extinct in the Bambou Mountains in the 1950s, but was reintroduced from
1987 onwards (Jones et al. 1995), and the population has since stabilised at ~ 50 breeding
pairs. The current Bambou Mountains population is significantly inbred and has lost substan-
tial genetic diversity, although the consequences for the species are unclear (Groombridge
et al. 2000; Ewing et al. 2008). Breeding Mauritius kestrels lay clutches of 1–5 eggs (Jones
et al. 1995). Egg-laying starts in September and the last chicks fledge in January or February
(Cartwright et al. 2014). The vast majority of the population is colour-ringed and monitored
during each breeding season, with nest-sites checked regularly. This study utilises data on
individual nesting attempts. Nest visits by field workers are often irregular, which means that
egg-laying dates usually have to be estimated (see Supplementary Methods).

2.2 Meteorological data

Daily rain gauge data fromMt Camizard (20° 20′ S, 57° 42′ E, 21 m asl) for the period January
1962–March 2016 were collected by Ferney Sugar Estate. The Mt Camizard rain gauge is
situated in a central location in the Bambou Mountains range of the Mauritius kestrel and has
been shown to be representative of seasonal rainfall trends in other parts the Bambou
Mountains area (Senapathi et al. 2010). Daily temperature data from the nearest available
synoptic station at Plaisance (20° 26′ S, 57° 41′ E, 50 m asl; c.11 km from Mt Camizard) for
the period January 1951–January 2016 were obtained via the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the form of the GHCN (Global Historical Climatol-
ogy Network) and GSOD (Global Summary of the Day) inventories. These inventories were
merged to minimise the number of days with missing data. Tropical cyclone tracks and
accompanying data were downloaded as ESRI shapefiles from the International Best Track
Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS v03r10) (Knapp et al. 2010) via NOAA (www.
ncdc.noaa.gov/ibtracs). Further details are provided in the Supplementary Methods.

2.3 Exploratory analyses of climate effects on breeding phenology and success

We carried out exploratory analyses to identify the presence of climate impacts on breeding
phenology and success, and we investigated whether there have been any interannual trends in
the timing of breeding. Breeding phenology was measured as the first egg-laying date (FED).
Measures of breeding success included fledgling production (number of young fledging from
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the nest), egg to fledging survival, and clutch size. Exploratory analyses were carried out using
(generalised) linear mixed-effects models (G)LMMs. All exploratory analyses followed two
stages: first, a base (or background) model (e.g. Öberg et al. 2015) was chosen by running a
selection of candidate models incorporating potentially important variables, based on prior
evidence; and second, climate indices were incorporated into the selected base model to test for
their effect. The variables that were incorporated into the candidate base models for measures
of breeding success included FED, proportion of territory comprising agriculture, elevation,
nest cavity type, clutch size, male prior breeding experience and pair prior breeding experi-
ence, and for phenology they included elevation, female age, male age and male prior breeding
experience (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 1).

Once a base model had been selected, it was run again with one of a selection of
climate indices systematically included as additive effects. The climate indices tested
included total rainfall, number of raindays, number of 90th percentile raindays, rainfall
on 90th percentile raindays, duration of maximum rain and dry spells, mean maximum
temperature, number of hot days (> 90th percentile), cyclone occurrence and seasonal
drought (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 2). All continuous
climate indices were added as linear and quadratic terms only. Nest-level time windows
for climate indices (e.g. Öberg et al. 2015) were used in the analyses of impacts on
breeding success. These time windows were estimated from the FED of each breeding
attempt and characterise conditions that may have affected the outcome in each case. It
should be noted that nest-level climate indices for temporally overlapping nests are not
truly independent, as they are derived from the same weather station data. Nevertheless,
they serve to estimate the exposure of each nest to certain conditions. Climate indices of
interest were defined for an 80-day period encompassing the incubation phase, brood
phase and 10 days just prior to the FED for the fledgling production analysis, a 35-day
period for the brood phase of each nest for the egg survival analysis, and a 10-day period
just prior to the FED for the clutch size analysis (see Supplementary Methods for
details). Indices were also calculated for the three-month period July–September (JAS)
for the phenology analyses, as conditions in this period at the start of the breeding season
have been shown to be influential on the timing of egg-laying (Nicoll 2004; Senapathi
et al. 2011). August rainfall frequency has been shown to have a delaying influence on
FED (Senapathi et al. 2011), but JAS indices are used here as temperature is also
analysed, and conditions in July and September may influence the onset of courtship
in early breeders and egg-laying by later breeders. In this study, JAS is referred to as
‘late winter-early spring’, based on austral seasons.

The analyses of climate effects on fledgling production, egg survival and clutch
size included 403 unmanaged first clutches in the 1990/1991–2014/2015 seasons.
Unmanaged clutches are those that were not manipulated for the purposes of conser-
vation management. Second and third clutches were excluded because of the likely
costs incurred during the breeding attempts that preceded re-laying. The analysis of
climate effects on FED included 356 unmanaged first clutches in the 1994/1995–2014/
2015 seasons, with at least 10 clutches per season. Overall trends in the timing of
breeding were analysed using data from a larger sample of 489 unmanaged first
clutches with data on FED in 20 seasons from 1994/1995 to 2014/2015, in which
there were also at least 10 such clutches per season with data on FED and female
identity. On this basis, there were insufficient samples of unmanaged nests to reliably
study timing in earlier years.
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2.4 Phenological plasticity

The exploratory analysis of climate impacts on breeding phenology combines the variance in
FED observed within individuals and between individuals. To disentangle these two sources of
variance a method known as within-subject centering (van de Pol and Verhulst 2006; van de
Pol and Wright 2009) was applied to the most parsimonious climate index from the explor-
atory analyses of breeding phenology. The analysis of within- and between-individual pheno-
logical responses of Mauritius kestrels to spring rainfall has been carried out in previous
research (Senapathi et al. 2011). In the present study, the dataset used in the FED analyses was
subset so that it contained only females with data on at least two breeding attempts. This
analysis therefore utilised data from 2 to 9 years for each of 92 females, totalling 308
unmanaged first clutches. The same base model used for the exploratory phenology analyses
was used again in these plasticity analyses. Additional models were constructed in which the
mean of the climate index for each female across multiple years was used to describe the
between-individual variance in FED; the difference between this mean value for each female
and the conditions in each year was used to describe the within-individual variance in FED. To
determine if the difference between the within- and between-individual variance in FED was
significant, as model was constructed including the original climate index and the new term for
between-individual variance. In this model, the term for between-individual variance repre-
sents the difference between the within-individual and between-individual effects (van de Pol
and Wright 2009). To estimate the amount of variation in the slopes of within-individual FED
responses, a model was constructed in which a random slope for the within-individual
response was added to the random intercept for female identity.

2.5 Rainy season onset

Previous research has identified December rainfall as having a negative impact on breeding
success in Mauritius kestrels (Nicoll 2004; Senapathi et al. 2011; Cartwright et al. 2014). To
test this pattern further, recently developed methods (Liebmann et al. 2012; Dunning et al.
2016) were used to identify the onset and cessation of the rainy season (RS) in the Bambou
Mountains. Onset and cessation were analysed using the Mt Camizard rain gauge data, and
identified from accumulated daily rainfall anomalies (Liebmann et al. 2012; Dunning et al.
2016). Further details of these methods are provided in the Supplementary Methods.

The notional overlap of nesting attempts (including the incubation and brood phases) with
RS onset was estimated by calculating the expected fledging day (expected hatch day +
35 days) of each clutch relative to the day of onset. The effect of overlap with onset on
fledgling production was tested with mixed models, using linear, quadratic and cubic terms to
test for nonlinearity, as the start of the rainy season could result in an abrupt change in breeding
success. We also tested for interactions with the total amount of rainfall 50 days before and
after RS onset. This was studied for 19 years in the period 1994/1995–2014/2015, with 1998/
1999 excluded due to a missed rainy season (duration = 3 days) and 2006/2007 excluded due
to insufficient data on kestrel nests. This analysis included 433 unmanaged first clutches for
which data were available on FED, clutch size, fledgling production and identity of the female,
and in years with at least 10 clutches with these data available. It should be noted that some
nests will have failed before the RS began; however, we do not have reliable data to indicate at
what stage nests failed, so we refer to the temporal overlap of the expected fledging day with
the RS as ‘notional overlap’. We carried out further analyses to test for interannual trends in the
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timing of the RS, the average amount of overlap, the probability of overlap using a binomial
model, and mean fledgling production, as estimated using a mixed model, and to compare
mean fledging production in years with and without overlap. RS onset usually occurs later in
the breeding season, thus earlier breeders might be expected to show less overlap with the RS,
so we also tested whether the amount of overlap is related to the timing of breeding.

2.6 Statistical methods

The R statistical environment (version 3.4.4; R Core Team 2018) was used for all statistical
analyses. Details of the R packages used are provided in the Supplementary Methods. The
error distribution of response variables was assessed with the aid of histograms and Cullen and
Frey graphs. FED and clutch size were assumed to follow a Gaussian error distribution. In
fledgling production models, a Poisson error distribution was assumed and the log-linear link
function used, and in the egg survival models a binomial error distribution was assumed and
logit link function used. Egg survival was modelled as two-vector matrix of eggs that fledged
and eggs that failed in each nest, following Cartwright et al. (2014). All mixed-effects models
incorporated female identity and year as random effects in order to control for repeated (non-
independent) observations from the same individuals and repeated season-level conditions not
included in the fixed effects. All continuous explanatory variables in the mixed-effects models
were centred and scaled, and the BOBYQA (Bound Optimisation By Quadratic Approxima-
tion) optimiser (Powell 2009) was used in all GLMMs to facilitate model convergence. All
simple fixed effects included in mixed models showed variance inflation factors of < 3.
Akaike’s information criterion corrected for sample size (AICc) was used for comparison of
mixed-effects models. The threshold of ΔAICc = 2 was used to guide stringent model selec-
tion. Marginal and conditional pseudo-r2 values (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013) were
calculated for mixed models. In correlation and trend analyses, Kendall’s tau and the Mann-
Kendall test were used where the assumptions of parametric tests were not sufficiently met,
otherwise ordinary least squares regression was used. The results were considered significant
where p < 0.05.

3 Results

3.1 Trends and plasticity in breeding phenology

Data on the FED of 489 unmanaged first clutches show that the timing of egg-laying has
significantly advanced at the rate of ~ 0.7 days year−1 over the period 1994–2014 (n = 20 years,
13–30 clutches per year), based on annual mean values of FED (b = − 0.675 ± 0.163, r2 =
0.488, p = 0.0006, Fig. 1a) and annual median values of FED (b = − 0.719 ± 0.148, r2 = 0.569,
p = 0.0001, Fig. 1a). Trends in FED for a sample of 453 clutches for which the identity of the
breeding female was recorded are nearly identical for annual means (b = − 0.642 ± 0.168, r2 =
0.449, p = 0.0012) and medians (b = − 0.695 ± 0.146, r2 = 0.557, p = 0.0002). These pheno-
logical shifts by breeding kestrels imply that timing is responding to an aspect of the local
climate that also shows a systematic trend.

Exploratory analyses of climate impacts on phenology (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4)
indicate that the timing of egg-laying is strongly influenced by July–September mean maxi-
mum temperature (JAS mean Tmax), while the frequency of raindays during the same period
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(JAS raindays) also has a relatively weak delaying influence (Supplementary Table 4; also see
Senapathi et al. 2011). Of the models tested, only those incorporating JAS mean Tmax as
quadratic or linear terms (AICc = 2810.139 and 2810.526) or JAS raindays as quadratic or
linear terms (AICc = 2821.010 and 2821.171) are more parsimonious (ΔAICc > 2) compared
to the base model (AICc = 2824.996). Models with quadratic terms for these indices show
marginally stronger support than models with linear terms. A model incorporating quadratic
terms for both JAS mean Tmax and JAS raindays shows stronger support (AICc = 2804.987)
than a model with JAS mean Tmax only (AICc = 2810.139, Supplementary Table 4), although
JAS mean Tmax retains a dominant influence on FED (Fig. 1b). Models that incorporate other
combinations of climate indices could be more parsimonious but were not tested in this study.
Mixed models incorporating year as a continuous variable, to control for potentially confound-
ing correlations with time (see Iler et al. 2017), confirm that mean Tmax and raindays are
influencing FED (Supplementary Table 5). Annual median values in mean Tmax 10 days

Fig. 1 Evidence that the breeding phenology of Mauritius kestrels in the Bambou Mountains is advancing and
shows plasticity in response to temperature: a Trend in mean (± SE) (blue) and median (red) first egg-laying dates
(FED, days from 1 September) by year between 1994 and 2014; trend lines fitted using least squares regression.
b Effect plot of FED (with 95% confidence intervals) in relation to July–September mean maximum temperature
(JAS mean Tmax, °C), extracted from a model incorporating the effects of female age2, male age2 and JAS
raindays2, with female identity and year as random effects. c Trend in annual median values (with minimum and
maximum shown) of mean maximum temperature (Mean Tmax, °C) 10 days before FED, between 1994 and
2014; dashed trend line fitted using least squares regression. d Trend in JAS mean Tmax between 1951 and 2015;
trend line fitted using least squares regression; the shaded area indicates the period for which the impacts of rainy
season onset on breeding success are analysed in this study
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before FED in the 489 clutches for which timing was analysed imply that the peak in egg-
laying usually occurs when the average Tmax is 25.5–26.5 °C and show no directional trend
across years (b = − 0.005 ± 0.017, r2 = 0.005, p = 0.762, Fig. 1c), indicating that this has not
changed during the study period despite the trend towards earlier breeding.

Further analysis to test if variance in the timing of egg-laying is due to within-individual
plasticity in female kestrels shows that the population-level response to JAS mean Tmax arises
from both within-individual and between-individual responses (Table 1). Both the term for
within-individual variance and the term for between-individual variance are statistically
significant. The coefficient estimates suggest that, while the between-individual response is
about twice that of the within-individual response, the within-individual variance accounts for
about double the influence on the population-level response to JAS mean Tmax compared to
the between-individual variance. These results confirm the presence of phenological plasticity
in response to temperature changes. The variance between females in their within-individual
responses is quite low (standard deviation = 0.33 days 0.1 °C−1), indicating that there is limited
variation between individuals in their response to temperature changes.

These analyses provide strong evidence that kestrels are tracking warming in late winter-
early spring, while also responding to rainfall to a lesser extent. Mean maximum temperature
in JAS shows an increase between 1951 and 2015 (Mann-Kendall tau = 0.482, 2-tailed
p < 0.001, n = 65, Fig. 1d), with a warming rate of 0.020 °C year−1 estimated by least squares
regression. The warming trend is also evident over the period 1994–2014 (Mann-Kendall
tau = 0.455, 2-tailed p = 0.003, n = 21) for which kestrel phenology is studied here, with an
increase of 0.035 °C year−1. JAS raindays show an increase between 1962 and 2015 (Mann-
Kendall tau = 0.436, 2-tailed p < 0.001); however, there is no trend evident between 1994 and
2014 (Mann-Kendall tau = − 0.044, 2-tailed p = 0.808).

3.2 Rainfall impacts on breeding success

The exploratory analysis of nest-level climate influences on breeding success indicates that
rainfall indices are the most parsimonious and that increasing rainfall exposure throughout the

Table 1 Model comparison and parameter estimates in the analysis of plasticity in first egg-laying dates of
Mauritius kestrels in response to July–September mean maximum temperature (Mean Tmax)

Model ln(L) AICc Fixed effect Coefficient estimate
(± SE)

p value

Base + Tmax + Difference −1182.013 2384.767 Mean Tmax −0.90 ± 0.29 0.005
Within-Betw.

Difference
−0.94 ± 0.45 0.041

Base + Within + Between −1182.299 2385.338 Within-ind. −0.90 ± 0.29 0.005
Between-ind. −1.84 ± 0.37 <0.001

Base + Within + Between +
(Within|Fem)

−1181.724 2388.505 Within-ind. −0.90 ± 0.28 0.004
Between-ind. −1.85 ± 0.37 <0.001

Base + Tmax −1185.016 2388.636 Mean Tmax −1.25 ± 0.26 <0.001

The models test the significance of within-individual responses (Within-ind.), between-individual responses
(Between-ind.) and the difference between the within- and between-individual responses (Within-Betw. Differ-
ence). Coefficient estimates have been converted to days 0.1 °C−1 . The base model includes female age and male
age as continuous fixed effects, both with quadratic terms. All models include female identity and year as random
effects, except where the random effects also have within-individual responses nested in female identity
(Within|Fem). ln(L), log-likelihood
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active phase of nesting attempts and during the brood phase of nests has a negative impact on
the production of fledglings and survival of eggs to fledging (Supplementary Fig. 1, Supple-
mentary Tables 6–9). In the fledgling production analyses, only the model including a linear
term for total rainfall (AICc = 1237.840) is more parsimonious (ΔAICc > 2) compared to the
base model (AICc = 1240.650). In the egg survival analyses, only models incorporating linear
terms for total rainfall (AICc = 1145.495) and the number of raindays exceeding the 90th
percentile (AICc = 1146.345) are more parsimonious than the base model (AICc = 1148.417).
Models incorporating total rainfall, rather than indices for extreme raindays only (> seasonal
90th percentile), are slightly better supported, suggesting that all raindays or days exceeding a
threshold below the 90th percentile are contributing to the negative impact. However, extreme
raindays appear to account for a large proportion of the rainfall impact. There is no evidence to
support climate impacts on clutch size (Supplementary Tables 10 and 11). Likewise, there is
no evidence that JAS mean Tmax alters the seasonal decline in clutch size, as a model
including only FED2 (AICc = 775.313) is not improved by JAS mean Tmax as an additive
effect (AICc = 781.237) or by an interaction between FED2 and JAS mean Tmax (AICc =
795.268).

Results from the analysis of RS onset and cessation are summarised in the Supplementary
Results. Over the period 1994/1995–2014/2015, the duration of the RS varied from 52 to
209 days (excluding 1998/1999 due to a missed rainy season). The notional overlap of nesting
attempts with RS onset ranged from − 122 days to 76 days. Analyses show that notional
overlap of nesting with RS onset has a negative impact on fledgling production and that this
relationship is nonlinear (Table 2, Fig. 2a). The extent of the negative impact of overlap with
onset is mediated by the amount of rainfall during the first 50 days of the RS and the amount of
rainfall 50 days before onset (Table 2, Fig. 2b). There is no evidence that the seasonal decline
in clutch size (Supplementary Fig. 2) confounds the pattern of lower fledgling production in
later nests that overlap with the RS (Supplementary Results). Breeding kestrels therefore incur
reproductive fitness costs when nesting activity coincides with RS onset.

The data on overlap show that later breeding increases overlap with the onset of the RS
(Kendall’s tau = 0.323, p < 0.0001, n = 433, Fig. 2c), indicating one of the mechanisms
through which earlier breeding pairs tend to show higher breeding success (Fig. 2d; also see
Senapathi et al. 2011). Mean annual fledgling production, as estimated using a mixed model
with female identity as a random effect, was compared in years showing no overlap (n = 5)

Table 2 Effect of notional overlap with rainy season onset (overlap, days) and rainfall (RF, mm) 50 days before
and after onset on fledgling production in Mauritius kestrel breeding attempts

Model df ln(L) AICc ΔAICc AIC
weight

Marginal
pseudo-r2

Conditional
pseudo-r2

Overlap3×RF 50d after
onset

10 −655.377 1331.276 0.000 0.987 0.318 0.354

Overlap3×RF 50d before
onset

10 −659.813 1340.148 8.872 0.012 0.376 0.425

Overlap3 6 −666.096 1344.389 13.113 0.001 0.173 0.243
Overlap2 5 −668.628 1347.396 16.120 0.000 0.119 0.202
Overlap 4 −674.832 1357.758 26.482 0.000 0.041 0.137
Null 3 −682.883 1371.822 40.546 0.000 0.000 0.116

All models include female identity and year as random effects. Where quadratic and cubic terms are included,
only the highest order term is shown for brevity. df, degrees of freedom; ln(L), log-likelihood
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with years in which at least some nesting attempts overlapped with the RS (n = 15). Years in
which the sample of nests does not overlap with the RS tend to show higher mean fledgling
production (median of years: 1.620, range: 1.389–2.186) than years with some overlap
(median of years: 1.421, range: 1.176–1.807), although the difference is marginally non-
significant (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, U = 60, p = 0.053).

3.3 Breeding phenology in relation to rainy season onset

If RS onset lacks a directional trend, advances in breeding phenology might be expected to
reduce the risk of overlap with onset and so be accompanied by a negative interannual trend in
notional overlap and a resultant positive trend in annual mean fledging production; however,
there is no evidence of these patterns in the data. Annual mean fledgling production, as

Fig. 2 Evidence from Mauritius kestrel nests in the Bambou Mountains that temporal overlap with the rainy
season reduces breeding success and that this favours earlier breeding: a Effect plot of fledgling production (with
95% confidence intervals) in relation to expected fledging day (EFD) relative to rainy season (RS) onset
(indicating notional overlap with onset in days), extracted from a model incorporating female identity and year
as random effects. b Effect plot of fledgling production (with 95% confidence intervals) in relation to EFD
relative to RS onset (indicating notional overlap with onset in days) when there is 500 mm of rain 50 days after
onset (blue line) and 1000 mm of rain 50 days after onset (red line), extracted from a model incorporating female
identity and year as random effects. c EFD relative to RS onset (indicating notional overlap with onset in days) in
relation to first egg-laying date (FED, days from 1 September); trend line fitted using least squares regression. d
Effect plot of fledgling production (with 95% confidence intervals) in relation to FED, extracted from a model
incorporating female identity and year as random effects
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estimated using a mixed model, shows only a weak non-significant decrease (Mann-Kendall
tau = − 0.253, 2-tailed p = 0.127, n = 20 years, Fig. 3a). This appears to result from a lack of an
interannual trend in overlap with RS onset. There is no trend across years in the amount of
notional overlap, based on annual mean expected fledging days (EFD) (Mann-Kendall tau = −
0.006, p = 1.000, n = 19 years, Fig. 3b) and median EFD (Mann-Kendall tau = − 0.029, p =
0.861, n = 19 years, Fig. 3b), with slopes of − 0.207 and − 0.266 respectively, as estimated
with least squares regression. A binomial regression model indicates that there is no trend
across years in the probability of overlap with the RS by at least 1 day (b = − 0.008 ± 0.016,
z = − 0.494, p = 0.621, n = 433 clutches, Fig. 3c). These results imply that the onset of the RS is
also advancing to some extent. There is indeed an apparent trend of advancing RS onset, at a
rate of − 0.431 days year−1 over the period 1966–2014 (Fig. 3d), and − 0.363 days year−1 over
the period 1994–2014, based on least squares regression; a rate that is comparable to the rate at
which the timing of egg-laying is advancing. This pattern appears to be influenced by

Fig. 3 Evidence that advancement in the timing of breeding by Mauritius kestrels in the Bambou Mountains
during the period 1994–2014 has tracked a seasonal window of favourable conditions: a Interannual trend in
annual mean fledgling production, as extracted from a mixed model with female identity as a random effect;
dashed trend line fitted using least squares regression; error bars show 95% confidence intervals. bTrend in annual
mean (± SE) (blue data points and line) and median (red data points and line) expected fledging day (EFD) relative
to rainy season (RS) onset (indicating notional overlap with onset in days); dashed trend lines fitted using least
squares regression. c Effect plot of probability of overlap with the RS by at least 1 day (with 95% confidence
intervals) in relation to year. d Trend in the timing of RS onset between 1966 and 2014; dashed trend line fitted
using least squares regression; the shaded area indicates the period for which the impacts of RS onset on breeding
success are analysed in this study; missing data points indicate absent RSs (see Supplementary Results)
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increasingly earlier onset in some later years. However, nonparametric trend results do not
approach statistical significance for the period 1966–2014 (Mann-Kendall tau = − 0.103, 2-
tailed p = 0.320, n = 46 years) or 1994–2014 (Mann-Kendall tau = − 0.064, 2-tailed p = 0.721,
n = 20 years). This is because the timing of RS onset shows high interannual variability and is
stochastic in its local occurrence. Across the 19 years studied here, the mean (± 1SD) of annual
mean overlap is − 12.5 ± 32.6 days, showing that on average kestrel breeding is timed for
fledging to occur just before RS onset. Overall, these analyses suggest that the trend in kestrel
breeding phenology has tracked the occurrence of earlier onset in some later years, such that
population-level breeding success is not negatively impacted.

4 Discussion

The results of our analyses, taken together, demonstrate three important observations: (1) that a
tropical bird species shows phenological advances driven by plasticity primarily in response to
warming temperatures, as has already been documented for many temperate species; (2) that
this tropical bird species synchronises its breeding season with a seasonal climate window,
defined by late winter-early spring temperatures and the onset of the RS, and tracks changes in
this window in an adaptive manner; and, (3) that phenotypic plasticity contributes to the
adaptive capacity of a small insular population recovering from a severe population bottleneck.
The response of kestrels to temperature, and to a lesser extent rainfall frequency, in late winter-
early spring is probably adaptive because the phenological reactions to these aspects of the
climate are likely to be sufficient to track long-term changes in the timing of RS onset. These
cues, however, are not sufficient to track high interannual variability in the local timing of
onset. Nevertheless, kestrels are able to track changes in the seasonal climate window with
negligible fitness consequences. These observations are made possible by the detailed,
individual-based data collected on Mauritius kestrels.

Evidence from phenological data from a range of species supports the general expectation
that endotherms are less sensitive to abiotic conditions (Cohen et al. 2018), and this may be
assumed to be particularly true at tropical latitudes, where temperature variability is relatively
limited (Pearce-Higgins and Green 2014). However, the present study provides compelling
evidence of high sensitivity to increasing temperatures in a tropical endotherm occupying a
high trophic level. The rates of advancement across years shown by Mauritius kestrels are
similar to those reported for some temperate bird populations (e.g. Both et al. 2004) and for
animals globally (Cohen et al. 2018), although the responses in Mauritius kestrels are to
relatively limited temperature changes. It is not possible in this study to ascertain whether
breeding kestrels are using temperature as a direct cue or tracking earlier prey availability as
temperatures increase. Cole and Harris (2011) characterized the months of May–August as the
cold wet season on Ile aux Aigrettes, an offshore islet located c.5 km from the Bambou
Mountains, and found that diurnal activity in day geckos (Phelsuma ornata) was lower in these
months compared to other times of year. Increases in temperature may therefore influence the
activity patterns of geckos and thus prey availability for kestrels. Burgess et al. (2011)
suspected that the timing of the kestrel breeding season may be influenced by gecko
(Phelsuma spp.) densities. The monitoring of gecko density and activity patterns could provide
further insights.

The results of the breeding success analyses show that early breeders tend to be more
successful, in part because they avoid overlap with the onset of the RS, and hence reduce the
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adverse impacts of associated heavy rainfall events on fledgling production. Heavy rainfall is
likely to reduce hunting efficiency, hunting opportunities and prey availability, thus limiting
the ability of adults to obtain enough food for their chicks (Carter 1991; Senapathi et al. 2011).
Heavy rain may also lead to hypothermia in chicks if nests are flooded (Senapathi et al. 2011).
Therefore, in most years there is selection for early breeding in order to avoid an overlap of the
brood phase with the onset of the rains and potentially with heavy rainfall. The advantage of
earlier breeding is amplified in years with heavy rainfall in the first weeks after the onset of the
rains. The local timing of RS onset is evidently highly stochastic and represents a highly
variable risk to breeding kestrels. A limitation of this analysis is that there are no data to
investigate whether there are peaks in prey abundance that could also influence fitness and
selection on timing.

Given past episodes of climate change and variability in Mauritius during the Quaternary
Period (Rijsdijk et al. 2011; Van Der Plas et al. 2012), it is to be expected that the Mauritius
kestrel has evolved or retained adaptive plasticity in response to climate. However, our results
imply that phenological responses have been retained by the population that are sufficient for
the tracking of recent changes in the local climate, despite the genetic legacy of near-
extinction. Previous research has shown that there is very little heritable genetic variation for
mean egg-laying date in this species (Senapathi 2009), and the low variation in responses
between individual females shown in the present study indicates that there is also limited
standing genetic variation for plasticity. This could be a result of the population bottleneck or a
small ancestral population (Senapathi 2009), or due to purifying selection under predictable
environmental variability (e.g. Oostra et al. 2018). Analysis of neutral genetic variation in the
Mauritius kestrel indicates that the genetic diversity of the ancestral population was high and
comparable to that of mainland kestrel species (Groombridge et al. 2000). It is unclear whether
further changes in the local climate will require responses beyond those shown by the
population, but the response observed so far may ‘buy time’ while future management actions
are developed (e.g. Nicotra et al. 2015).

Our analyses might be limited by the use of weather data from only one rain gauge
and one synoptic station. However, the locations of these stations should ensure that they
provide reliable indications of conditions experienced by Mauritius kestrels in the
Bambou Mountains. In addition, there are some limitations to the rainy season analysis
methods used in this study. For the identification of onset and cessation, the methods
require runs of consistent above-average precipitation, producing a pronounced increase
in the cumulative daily anomaly, and as a consequence intermittent or light rainfall at the
beginning or end of the season would not be considered part of the RS (Dunning et al.
2016). In general, this methodology is particularly suited to regions that experience fairly
consistent, well-defined and pronounced annual rainfall seasonality (Liebmann et al.
2012). However, in the Bambou Mountains in eastern Mauritius the contrasts between
rainy and dry seasons can be less pronounced.

The projected emergence of some tropical regions from recent climate variability and
occurrence of novel climates this century (Williams et al. 2007; Mora et al. 2013; Hawkins
et al. 2014; Mahony and Cannon 2018) raises the prospect of other strong phenological
changes in tropical species. Furthermore, climate research has indicated large-scale trends in
the seasonality of rainfall in the tropics, with some regions seeing an increasing contrast
between rainy and dry seasons, while other regions experience a reduction in this seasonality
(Feng et al. 2013). Precipitation patterns in the tropics are projected to change substantially
during this century, although there is inconsistency among models (Kent et al. 2015;
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Chadwick et al. 2016). Such changes are likely to affect phenology and alter the impacts of
seasonal precipitation transitions on fitness and population dynamics.

Seasonal climate windows and their dynamics may be widespread phenomena through
which tropical species respond to climate change. They may be particularly relevant to regions
that have pronounced contrasts between rainy and dry seasons, and their prevalence may
increase towards the subtropics as annual temperature cycles become more pronounced. The
defining characteristics of seasonal windows will depend on the ecology and underlying
seasonality of each species and the local annual climate cycle. Future changes in temperature
and precipitation in the tropics, relative to past variability, may be such that they result in the
creation of new seasonal climate windows to which tropical species must synchronise their
life-history events. A better understanding of such complex dynamics in local climate, and
their effects on phenology, individual fitness and demography, as well as better understanding
of the potential for adaptive plasticity in island species, will be essential for safeguarding many
species in a changing climate.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.org/
10.1007/s10584-021-02971-y.
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